According to M. L. Abbe Bougaud,l referring to this passage the Bollandist author refers to a religious experience, which Monica had on the day of Saint Cyprianus, the 16th of September, in the year 387 after she had left Milan and possibly before she had arrived at Ostia, where she and Augustine had the wellknown vision of Ostia. 2 Except for Monica's Christian piety the above quoted passage of the Bollandists seems us to be interesting for some other reasons.
First of all it is explicitly said, that Monica was levitating at her devotion, which is a good reason for further comment on the passage. In the second place the words "volemus ad coelum" demand a more detailed explanation than has been given hitherto.
To start with levitation this phenomenon occurs in many religions besides the Christian.
In his book" The Greeks and the Irrational" Dodds 3 calls levitation a traditional mark of magicians and holy men.
He notes that it was "attributed to Simon Magus (ps. Clem., Hom. 2,3, 2); to Indian mystics (Philost., Vito Apoll. 3, 15) to several Christian saints and Jewish rabbis; and to the medium Home. 4 Also a magician in a romance lists it in his repertoire (P.G.M. 34, 8), and Lucian satirizes such claims (Philops., 13; Asin. 4)" while "Iamblichus' slaves bragged of their master's being levitating at his devotions (Eunapius, Vita soph. 458)".
Also Teresa of A vila is said to have been levitating S and the same holds for Veronica Laparelli, a sixteenth century nun. 6 In the German Lexikon for Theologie und Kirche,7 a levitation is defined as follows:
"Levitation ist ein freies Schweben und sich Hochheben des menschlichen Korpers tiber dem Erdboden. Es ist eine Begleiterscheinung der Mystik und der Ekstase. Sowohl im Heidentum wie im Christen tum begegnet dieses Phiinomen".
From this quotation it is clear that occasionally, when the soul is in a state of ecstasy, the human body is lifted from the earth in a manner contrary to all normal physical laws. 
